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(& minutes) 

x Kristina Allende x Lance Heard x Joanne Franco, HR 

(non-voting) 

x Joshua Christ 

Dana Miho x Chaz Perea x Kambiz 
Khoddam 

Matt Judd, 
Manager (non-voting) 

x Guest: 
Bobby Bates, 

discipline expert 

Item/Comments/Discussion Outcome 

I Information/Public Comment No comments 

II Items for Action/Discussion 
Equivalency to review for adjunct 

Accounting applicant. 
MQs as stated in handbook: 

Master’s in accountancy or business 
administration with accounting 
concentration 

OR 

Bachelor’s in business with 
accounting emphasis or business 
administration with accounting 
emphasis or economics with an 
accounting emphasis AND 
Master’s in business, business 
administration, business education, 
economics, taxation, finance or the 
equivalent 

(NOTE: A bachelor’s degree in 
accountancy or business 
administration with accounting 
concentration, with a CPA license is 
an alternative qualification for this 
discipline.) 

Committee supported Bobby Bate’s recommendation to grant 
equivalency. Equivalency is based on the following NOTE in the MQ for 
Accounting: A bachelor’s degree in accountancy or business 
administration with accounting concentration, with a CPA license is an 
alternative qualification for this discipline. 

Applicant is a licensed CPA and has a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics and 
an MBA. Instead of the Bachelor’s in accountancy the MBA (higher 
degree) was used and ti identify equivalencies for an “accounting 
concentration” in the MBA we used the CSU Fullerton MBA w/ Accounting 
Concentration as a model. This program requires 12 units of Accounting 
courses to have a concentration. 

The following graduate level courses that the applicant are equivalent to 
the required 12 units of accounting coursework at the CSU Fullerton 
program: 
AC710- Fin & Mangr Acct 4 units 
AC801 Corp Fin Repting (advanced accounting) 4 units 
FE 820 Corp Fin Mgt (advanced accounting equiv) 4 units 

Confirmation of Minutes Confirmed minutes as drafted at end of meeting. 
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